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a very comparatively early dev.elbpment in the formation of the planet, in that

slight would have begun to be present on:.the surface of the earth, everl.

the sun and other heavenly bodies were not yet visible until the fourth day.

As this system developed, the event of, the second--day -takes.

place, and the l*dx cloud aobve the earth would become separated from

the . . with part..of" the rnoimire settling down upon the earth, and the

other rising, other, parts rising somewhat further from the earth, so that there
an or.,

would "b.Wexpanse c1 a firmament. in between.. As the development poadex

proceeded stilifurther, we would have the events df the kx third day'. in.

"
which there would be, sufficient light for phtosynthesis. and 'veqetation could

begin to a'pee appear even though the -sun, moon, and stars are not yet visible

or available for distinguishing the day frpm the night,. or, full moon. or new, moon.




I

It is very. strange: that Moses would have imagined that there was

light orithis earth a. long time before. the sun was -visible 'here' . It..is strange
" have imgined . . . 'I
"that heshould mie that there would .be:"liaht and vécietation fxirtkx prior to

appoapsum the appearance .of the 'sun.. ft x±ldx would be still stranger to

think ofány schools or any priestly schools .of writers, as the time d ,the Israelites

"
. kingdom, thinking of such a thing during the exile,. .thinking of sucha.

a ththa,-doda but this. is what we, find in Genesis land it fits remarkably

" . . with.present day theories about the origin of the solar, system'. if The article
to which . made II

that in, the Newswée)7'I refer much of the discoveries regarding
take their:

the expanding universe, and.indicatedthat allthree theories

from this discovery This is one of the greatest discoveries of the present

century. Edwin P. Hbble Mt.
J{4frL&' Observatory in California.,

discovered in the early 20's that various galaxies arexi arushing away

from. the ethc earth, and the whoMilkyWayc galaxy at speed proportional
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